
CRASH ADAMS UNVEIL DEBUT EP
CRASHING INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM VOL. 1

LISTEN HERE

March 22, 2024 (Los Angeles, CA) – Feel-good pop duo Crash Adams have released their debut EP Crashing Into
Your Living Room, Vol. 1 via Warner Records / WMG Canada.  The five-song project sees the band realizing their
vision to create larger-than-life songs that relay a potent mix of adrenaline, nostalgia, and hard-earned gra tude.
Listen to Crashing Into Your Living Room Vol. 1  HERE.
 
About the new EP, lead singer Rafaele Massarelli says, “We like a li le bit of everything in our projects. We like a
li le bit of party, a li le bit of emo on. We like to have something more serious, and maybe something is just
completely ridiculous. We always take a piece of each emotion and put it together on our projects.”
 
Guitarist Vince Sasso  adds, “We want to make people feel like they can do whatever they want. If you feel like you
want to go to the moon, we want to make you believe you really can.”
 
The five-track body of work is filled with energy and uncontainable posi vity. With no shortage of head-nodding
hooks, Crashing Into Your Living Room Vol. 1  also showcases the scope of Crash Adams’ signature style. Among
many standouts, horns cry out over sparse piano on the bold ballad “Good & Bad.” Meanwhile, a raw and relatable
chorus takes hold, “When I’m looking back on the love we had, I got no regrets. It was good and bad. You’re the
best I had.” Then, there’s the fiery “Right Foot First .” Funkified guitar sets the track in mo on at full speed as
ecstatic high-register vocals resound over a swaggering strut.
 
Crash Adams have had a monumental start to 2024. The pop hitmakers have cap vated fans around the globe
while being named one of the top ar sts on TikTok Canada in 2023. The duo also recently received a Juno Award
nomina on for Breakthrough Group of the Year and will appear on the 2024 broadcast this Sunday to present the
award for TikTok Juno Fan Choice. 
 
About Crash Adams:
Crash Adams want their music to make your life be er. Rafaele Massarelli and Vince Sasso are childhood friends
who grew up in Toronto and now make cinema c, larger-than-life songs that relay a potent, affec ve mix of
adrenaline, nostalgia, and hard-earned gra tude. On their new EP, Crashing Into Your Living Room Vol. 1  -
featuring their breakthrough hit "Give Me a Kiss" - Crash Adams recount perfect nights out, transcendent first
kisses, and the kinds of whirlwind trips with your friends that make your head rush for days a er. They've
collaborated with award-winning songwriters and producers such as Jus n Tranter (Jus n Bieber, Dua Lipa, Selena
Gomez), Dave Hodges (Avril Lavigne, 5 Seconds of Summer, Kelly Clarkson) and The Futuris cs (Jus n Bieber, The
Chainsmokers, Machine Gun Kelly), and across the internet, the pop hitmakers have cap vated fans around the
globe while being named one of the top ar sts on TikTok Canada in 2022 and 2023. Always pu ng the music first,
they most recently earned a Juno Nomina on for Breakthrough Group of the Year, making it clear that Crashing
Into Your Living Room Vol. 1 is only the beginning for this unstoppable duo.
 
EP Tracklist:
1. Good Side

https://crashadams.lnk.to/CIYLR
https://crashadams.lnk.to/CIYLR


2. Somewhere In Vegas
3. Good & Bad
4. Right Foot First
5. Give Me A Kiss

Photo credit: Sad Swim. Hi-res assets available  here
 

STAY UP-TO-DATE WITH CRASH ADAMS
INSTAGRAM | TIKTOK | YOUTUBE | FACEBOOK
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